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a b s t r a c t
We present an algorithm for asymptotically efficient k-way merging. Given an array A
containing k sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak of respective lengths n1, . . . , nk, where∑k
i=1 ni = n, our algorithmmerges A1, . . . , Ak into a single sorted sequence in-place and in
linear time, performing ck · n+ o(n) element comparisons and 3 · n+ o(n) element moves,
where ck = blg kc+ 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k), which is a constant satisfying lg k ≤ ck ≤ dlg ke and,
moreover, bounded by ck ≤ lg k+ 0.0861. The algorithm does not merge stably, however,
it does not require that the elements in A are all distinct.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paperwe study the computational complexity of themultiway in-placemerging problem.Given an arrayA[0 .. n−1]
consisting of k sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak of respective lengths n1, . . . , nk, where
∑k
i=1 ni = n, the multiway in-place
merging problem is to rearrange the elements of A to a single sorted sequence. Here k denotes a fixed constant parameter.
We also assume that only one extra storage location (in addition to the array A) is available for storing elements aside. To
store array indexes, counters, etc., only O(1) integer storage locations, of O(lg n) bits each, are available.1
The efficiency of a merging algorithm is given by two quantities: the number of pairwise element comparisons and the
number of element moves carried out in the worst case, both expressed as functions of n. In merging, these are the only
operations permitted for elements.
So far, a satisfactory solution for the two-way case, i.e., for k = 2 only [8] was found. In the worst case, this algorithm
uses n+ o(n) comparisons, 3 · n+ o(n) element moves, and O(1) extra auxiliary locations. Thus, by repeated application of
this algorithm, we could carry out multiway merging in linear time, for arbitrary k ≥ 2. However, implemented this way,
the k-way merging algorithmwould perform dlg ke · n+ o(n) element comparisons and 3 · dlg ke · n+ o(n) element moves,
with the number of moves heavily depending on k.
Alternatively, we could use the algorithm presented in [4], performing O(lg k · n) comparisons and O(n) element moves.
(In this algorithm, k is not necessarily a fixed constant, but rather an arbitrary value ranging between 1 and n.) However,
the constants hidden in the big-O notation are very large here, quite far from the lower bounds. Moreover, this algorithm
requires that the n input elements be all distinct and hence it does not solve the problem in the general case.2
I Supported by the Slovak Grant Agency for Science (VEGA) under contract 1/0035/09 ‘‘Combinatorial Structures and Complexity of Algorithms’’.∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +421 907916610.
E-mail addresses: viliam.geffert@upjs.sk (V. Geffert), jozef.gajdos@upjs.sk (J. Gajdoš).
1 Throughout the paper, lg x denotes the binary logarithm of x, and ln x the natural logarithm of x.
2 This is due to the fact that the algorithm in [4] heavily depends on the bit stealing technique: each time the smallest element x is removed from some
‘‘dictionary’’ (cf. selection tree, Section 2.1 below), the new element inserted in the dictionary is the successor of x in the same original subsequence Aj .
Thus, the algorithm couples the elements with indexes indicating the subsequences they belonged to. To keep the number of index variables below O(1),
0304-3975/$ – see front matter© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.tcs.2010.01.034
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Our first attempt to solve the problem of a k-way merging appeared in [6]. The algorithm presented there did not handle
the problem in the general case, using some additional initial assumptions, similar to those used in the development version
presented here in Section 3, with a slightly larger number of comparisons.
Here we shall show, using the algorithm presented in [8] as our starting point, that the k-way in-place merging can be
performed with ck · n+ o(n) element comparisons and 3 · n+ o(n)moves, where ck = blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k), which is
a constant satisfying lg k ≤ ck ≤ dlg ke and, moreover, bounded by ck ≤ lg k + lg( 2e·ln 2 ) ≤ lg k + 0.0861. This should
be compared with the respective lower bounds, presented in Section 5. In the worst case, any comparison-based in-place
k-way merging algorithm must perform at least lg k · n − k · lg n − O(1) comparisons and b3/2 · ncmoves. Note also that
the number of moves is not substantially different from the known upper bound for the 2-way merging, shown in [8]. The
algorithm does not merge stably, however, it does not require that the input elements are all distinct. (An earlier conference
version of [this paper] appeared in [7], giving just an overview of the main ideas, with a less sophisticated selection tree,
with a worse upper bound for the number of comparisons, and without proofs of correctness, analysis of several special
cases, or lower bounds.)
2. Comparisons in multiway merging
2.1. Elementary algorithm
To explain how elements are compared, we first solve a simpler task. Assume that we are given an array A, consisting of
k sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak that are to be merged into a single sorted sequence. The lengths of these subsequences
are n1, . . . , nk respectively, with
∑k
i=1 ni = n. Assume also that, together with the given array A, we are also given an extra
array B of the same size n, which will be used as an output zone.
During the computation, the algorithm uses auxiliary index variables i1, . . . , ik and oc, where ij, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, points
to the smallest element of the sequence Aj not yet processed. This element will be called the current input element of the jth
sequence, or simply the jth input element. The index oc points to the leftmost empty position in the array B.
Then the straightforward implementation of the merge routine proceeds as follows. Find the smallest element not yet
processed, by comparing elements at the positions i1, . . . , ik, and move this element to the output zone in B. After that,
update the necessary index variables and repeat the process until all the elements have been merged. Implemented this
way, we would use Ck(n) ≤ (k− 1) · n comparisons and n element moves in total.
The number of comparisons can be reduced by implementing a selection tree of depth dlg ke above the k current input
elements. Initially, to build a selection tree, k− 1 comparisons are required. Then the smallest element, not yet processed,
can bemoved to the output zone. After this, the element following the smallest element in the same subsequence is inserted
in the tree and the selection tree is updated. To do this, only dlg ke comparisons are needed. To avoid element moves, only
pointers to elements are stored in the selection tree.3 The number of moves remains unchanged, but now we have k − 1
comparisons for the first element and atmost dlg ke comparisons per each other element. (If some input sequenceAi becomes
empty, we simply reduce the number of leaves in the selection tree.) This gives Ck(n) ≤ (k − 1) + dlg ke · (n − 1) ≤
dlg ke · n+ O(1) comparisons.
2.2. Blockwise merging
This section describes one of the cardinal tricks used in our algorithm. Again, we are given the array A consisting of the
sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak, to be merged together. We still have the extra array B, used as an output zone.
However, as an additional assumption, now A1, . . . , Ak are divided into blocks of equal size s (the exact value of s will
be determined later, so that the number of comparisons and moves is minimized) and, before the merging can start, these
blocks are mixed up quite arbitrarily. Because of this permutation, we no longer know the original membership of blocks in
the input sequences A1, . . . , Ak.
Still, the relative order of elements inside individual blocks is preserved. Moreover, we shall also assume that n1, . . . , nk,
the respective lengths of input sequences, are positive integer multiples of s, and hence, before mixing the blocks up, there
was always a block boundary between the last element of Ai and the first element of Ai+1, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}.
Before passing further, we define the following relative order of blocks in the array A. Let X be a block with the leftmost
and the rightmost elements denoted by xL and xR, respectively, whichwill be represented in the form X = 〈xL, xR〉. Similarly,
let Y = 〈yL, yR〉 be another block. We say that the block X is smaller than or equal to Y , if xL < yL, or xL = yL and xR ≤ yR.
each such variable is encoded by a suitable number of element pairs, i.e., the value of a single bit is encoded by relative order of two distinct elements.
Reading from/writing to such a variable is thus simulated by a sequence of element comparisons/swaps. This yields quite large constants hidden in the
big-O notation. (Our approach is different, without any bit stealing: the algorithm presented here simply does not care for the origin of elements in one of
the subsequences A1, . . . , Ak—as shown by theoretical argument in Claim 1 below, such a kind of information can safely be forgotten, without risking the
sorted order in the final result.)
3 Actually, the selection tree can be implemented implicitly without pointers or any other variables, except for i1, . . . , ik , and hence no pointer moves
are required [11]. In order not to complicate the explanation of an algorithm that is very complex already, we are not doing it. For more details concerning
the selection tree structure, see [9–11]. As indicated later, by Fig. 1, such structure can also be implemented easily by the use of k− 1 boolean variables.
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Otherwise, X is greater than Y . In other words, the blocks are ordered according to their leftmost elements and, in the case
of equal leftmost elements, the elements at the rightmost positions are used as the second order criterion.
Now themodifiedmerging algorithm proceeds as follows. First, using the above block ordering, find the smallest k blocks
in the array A. These blocks will initially become the k current input blocks, their leftmost elements becoming the k current
input elements. We denote the jth current input block by Xj, similarly, the jth current input element by xj. The positions of
current input elements are kept in index variables i1, . . . , ik. Above these elements, we build a selection tree. All blocks that
are not input blocks are called common blocks.
After that, the merging process can proceed in the same way as described in Section 2.1. That is, using the selection tree,
determine ij, the position of the smallest input element not yet processed, among the k current input elements, and move
this element to the output zone in the array B. Then the element positioned immediately on the right of xj, within the same
block Xj, becomes a new jth current input element, its index pointer is inserted into the selection tree and the tree is updated,
with dlg ke comparisons. This can be repeated until one of the current input blocks becomes empty.
When this happens, i.e., each time the element xj, just moved to the output zone, was the last (rightmost) element in
the corresponding input block Xj, the block Xj is ‘‘discarded’’ and the smallest (according to our relative block ordering)
common block not yet processed will be used as the new jth current input block. The leftmost element in this block will
become the new jth current input element. Since the blocks are mixed up in the array A, we need to scan sequentially all
blocks (actually, all blocks not yet processed only) to determine which one of them is the smallest. This search for a new
input block consumes O((n/s)2) additional comparisons: there are at most n/s blocks and such search is activated only if
one of the input blocks has been discarded as empty, i.e., at most n/s times. (For the time being, just assume that we can
distinguish discarded blocks from those not yet processed, at no extra cost. This problemwill be resolved later, in Section 3.
See also Footnote 6 in Section 3.4.)
Summing up, the number of element moves remains unchanged, but now we have to use Ck(n) ≤ dlg ke · n+ O((n/s)2)
comparisons, under assumption that we can distinguish discarded blocks from those not yet processed at no extra cost.
Claim 1. Mixing the common blocks does not destroy the sorted order in the output zone. That is, the above algorithm behaves
correctly, so that the elements are transported to the output zone in sorted order.
Proof. Recall that, before merging, the blocks have been mixed up quite arbitrarily and hence their origin in the input
subsequences A1, . . . , Ak cannot be recovered. However, the algorithm starts with the smallest k blocks of the array A and,
each time one of the k input blocks becomes empty, the smallest common block not yet processed becomes the new input
block (not taking into account its origin in one of the sequences A1, . . . , Ak).
Let us assume, for contradiction, that an element xC has just been transported to the output zone, but there still exists
an unprocessed element y, such that y < xC. Clearly, the element xC was a current input element in some current input
block. Originally, this input block was represented in the form X = 〈xL, xR〉, which gave its relative block order. Here xL
represents the original leftmost element of X (transported to the output even earlier than xC) and xR the rightmost element
(still residing in X). Since all blocks are sorted, we have that xL ≤ xC ≤ xR (not excluding the possibility that xC coincides
with xL or xR). Similarly, the element y resides in a block characterized by Y = 〈yL, yR〉, with yL ≤ y ≤ yR. (The current status
of the original leftmost element yL is not known: it can still reside in Y but, potentially, it may be a part of the output zone
already.) Now there are the following possibilities to consider:
(a) The block Y is one of the current input blocks (not excluding the possibility that Y coincides with X). This case is
straightforward. Let yC denote the current input element in the input block Y . Clearly, yC ≤ y, since y has not been processed
yet. But then yC ≤ y < xC, that is, yC < xC, which is a contradiction, since xC has just been moved to the output, and hence
determined to be the smallest one among all current input elements.
(b) The block Y is one of the common blocks (not yet being processed) and, at the present moment, all k current input
blocks have their origin in different input sequences A1, . . . , Ak. This does not necessarily mean that the ith input block
Xi originated from Ai, since it could have its origin in a different sequence. Nevertheless, this does imply that one current
input block Z ∈ {X1, . . . , Xk} originated from the same sequence A` as did the block Y .
Let Z = 〈zL, zR〉 represent the original characterization of this current input block, and let zC be its current input element.
Clearly, zL ≤ zC ≤ zR. Using the fact that the block Z has been selected as an input block prior to selecting the block
Y = 〈yL, yR〉, and that these two blocks originated from the same sorted sequence A`, we have that zR ≤ yL. (For, if zR > yL,
the sequence A` could not be sorted.) But this gives that zC ≤ zR ≤ yL ≤ y < xC. Therefore, zC < xC, which is a contradiction,
since the element xC has been determined to be the smallest one among all current input elements.
(c) Finally, let Y be one of the common blocks and, at the present moment, at least two current input blocks have their
origin in the same input sequence. That is, we have V ,W ∈ {X1, . . . , Xk}, coming from the same A`, for some ` ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Let the respective characterizations of these two blocks be V = 〈vL, vR〉 andW = 〈wL, wR〉, their respective current input
elements be vC and wC. Clearly, vL ≤ vC ≤ vR and wL ≤ wC ≤ wR. Without loss of generality, we can also assume that the
block V was smaller than or equal toW . But then vR ≤ wL, since these two blocks came from the same sorted sequence A`.
Moreover, at the present moment, the element xC has just been selected as the smallest one from among all current input
elements, and hencewe also have that xC ≤ vC. Putting these facts together, we get yL ≤ y < xC ≤ vC ≤ vR ≤ wL. Therefore,
yL < wL, which contradicts the fact that the blockW had been selected as an input block prior to selecting the block Y .
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Fig. 1. An example of a selection tree, for k = 6, during a time interval in which νh,3 ≤ νh,4 ≤ νh,2 ≤ νh,5 ≤ νh,6 ≤ νh,1 . Thus, the number of comparisons,
for this interval, is Ch ≤ 3νh,3 + 3νh,4 + 3νh,2 + 3νh,5 + 2νh,6 + 2νh,1 ≤ 2.667 · νh . The corresponding lower bound is lg 6 · νh − o(νh) ≈ 2.584 · νh .
(As indicated by arrows in the nodes — actually, 5 boolean variables — the smallest element not yet transported to the output is x2 in X2 at the present
moment.)
Summing up, all cases have led us to contradictions, and hence the elements are always transported to the output zone
in sorted order.4 
2.3. Blockwise merging with a more sophisticated selection
The above algorithm merges k sorted subsequences with Ck(n) ≤ dlg ke · n + O((n/s)2) element comparisons. If k is a
power of 2, i.e., if k = 2` for some integer `, and s is sufficiently large, we thus get Ck(n) ≤ lg k · n + o(n). This is almost
optimal, as will be shown in Section 5. However, for k not being a power of 2, the gap between the lower bound and Ck(n)
may increase up to n element comparisons, depending on dlg ke− lg k. This gap can be reduced below 0.0861·n comparisons
by coupling the current input blocks X1, . . . , Xk with the k leaves in the selection tree more carefully.
In our balanced binary selection tree, let kL denote the number of leaves which are of depth blg kc+1 (the leftmost leaves
in the tree), while kR the number of remaining leaves, of depth blg kc. (A typical situation is illustrated by Fig. 1.) It is easy
to see that
kL = 2 · (k− 2blg kc) and kR = 2 · 2blg kc − k. (1)
This follows from the fact that kL + kR = k and kL/2+ kR = 2blg kc, i.e., the total number of leaves is k, and the total number
of nodes of depth blg kc is 2blg kc.
In order to reduce the number of comparisons, we do not fix the jth leaf of the selection tree simply with the jth
input block Xj but, dynamically, switch the kL leaves of depth blg kc + 1 to those kL input blocks from which the current
transportation to the output is minimal. To this purpose, the computation time of the algorithm is partitioned into time
intervals set off by moments when some of the current input blocks become empty.
(a) Each time some current input block becomes empty, this block is discarded and the smallest common block not yet
processed will be used as a new current input block. This is done in the same way as described in Section 2.2. That is, we
scan sequentially all blocks not yet processed, which costs O(n/s) comparisons, per each time interval.
(b) Then, with k − 1 additional comparisons, determine zR, the smallest element among the rightmost elements in all k
current input blocks. This element will be transported to the output next time some current input block becomes empty
again, i.e., when the next time interval ends. Let X` denote the current input block containing zR. (If several input blocks end
by elements equal to zR, fix any of them as X`.)
(c) After that, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 6= `, determine ν∗,j, the number of elements strictly smaller than zR in the jth current
input block. This number of elements will be transported to the output from the jth current input block Xj in the course
of the next time interval. For j = `, let ν∗,j be the total number of elements in the block X` at the moment, including all
elements equal to zR and zR itself. The cost of computing ν∗,1, . . . , ν∗,k is O(k · lg s) comparisons, per each time interval, by
the use of binary search ranging between the current input element xj and the rightmost element in the block Xj, for each
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 6= `.
(d) Now the values stored in the variables ν∗,1, . . . , ν∗,k are sorted, e.g., by Heapsort. This does not require any element
comparisons or element moves, just O(k · lg k) ≤ O(1) auxiliary operations with index variables, per each time interval.
During this sorting, the values in the index variables i1, . . . , ik, pointing to the current input elements, are swapped in
accordance with the corresponding swaps in ν∗,1, . . . , ν∗,k, so that each input block Xj remains connected with its ν∗,j. We
also keep track of the block containing zR. (After sorting, X` becomes some ¯`th input block X ¯` .)
4 Notice that the algorithmwould behave correctly, even if the number of used current input blocks exceeded k, the number of original input sequences.
This only eliminates case (b) in the proof.
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(e) Then, if ¯` ≤ kL, i.e., if the block X ¯` is connected with one of the kL leftmost leaves in the tree, of depth blg kc + 1, set
the global mode of the selection tree to left, and swap X ¯` with X1 so that now zR is at the end of the first input block. This
does not require any element moves, we swap only the values stored in the index variables i ¯` and i1.
Similarly, if ¯` > kL, i.e., if the block X ¯` is connected with a leaf of depth blg kc, set the global mode of the selection tree to
right and swap X ¯` with Xk so that zR is at the end of the last input block, by swapping the values stored in i ¯` and ik.
(f) Now the internal nodes of the tree no longer reflect the new permutation of input blocks at the leaf level, and hence
they must be re-initialized from the very beginning. In addition, we need to ensure that, when all elements strictly smaller
than zR have been transported to the output from all current input blocks, only elements preceding zR within the same block
(all equal to zR) will be transported. (Recall that zR is at the end of X1 or Xk, depending on whether the global mode of the
tree is left or right.) This causes no problems, if the elements are all distinct. However, some elements equal to zR may also
reside in different input blocks, to be transported later in future.
Therefore, the selection tree canwork in two subtly different globalmodes, left or right. More precisely, for each internal
node v in the tree, proceeding upwards from the level above the leaves to the root, determine which of the two subtrees
below v contains the smallest element. This is obtained by a single comparison per each node v, by comparing xi′ with xi′′ ,
where xi′ and xi′′ denote the smallest elements in the left and right subtrees, respectively, for some i′, i′′ ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}.
(In Fig. 1, the outcomes of such comparisons are depicted by ‘‘↙’’ and ‘‘↘’’.) If the global mode of the selection tree is left,
the outcome is obtained by distinguishing between the cases xi′ ≤ xi′′ and xi′ > xi′′ . That is, if these two elements are equal,
the element in the left subtree will be transported sooner. However, if the global mode is right, we distinguish between
xi′ < xi′′ and xi′ ≥ xi′′ so that, in the case of equal elements, the element in the right subtree will go first.
Since the tree has exactly k− 1 internal nodes, each re-initialization costs k− 1 element comparisons.
At the very beginning, before the first time interval, the action described in the item (a) is replaced by the initial search
for the smallest k blocks, with O(k · n/s) ≤ O(n/s) comparisons.
After re-initialization of the selection tree in between two time intervals, the merging process proceeds in the same
way as described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. That is, each time the smallest element xj not yet processed, among the k current
input elements, is moved to the output, the element positioned immediately on the right of xj, within the same current input
block Xj, is inserted in the selection tree and the tree is updated, with blg kc+1 or blg kc comparisons per element. However,
the update is done in accordance with the current global mode of the tree, left or right, described in the item (f) above.
Recall that the global mode can change in breaks between two time intervals, but it does not change in the course of a single
interval.
Recall also that a time interval represents an extent of time set off by moments when some of the current input blocks
becomes empty. The number of such intervals is thus bounded by T ≤ n/s. Now, by summing up the costs of searching for
a new input block, finding an element zR, computing ν∗,1, . . . , ν∗,k, sorting ν∗,1, . . . , ν∗,k, setting the global mode, and re-
initializing the internal nodes of the tree, it is easy to see that the number of additional comparisons, performed in between
time intervals, is bounded by O(n/s × [n/s + (k − 1) + k · lg s + 0 + 0 + (k − 1)]) ≤ O((n/s)2) + O(n/s · lg s), with no
element moves.
Nowweare ready to analyze the cost paid for updating the selection tree in themerging process. Let νh, for h ∈ {1, . . . , T },
denote the number of elements transported to the output in the course of the hth time interval. Clearly,
∑T
h=1 νh = n.
Similarly, let νh,j, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, be the number of elements transported to the output from the jth current input block Xj,
during this interval. Clearly,
∑k
j=1 νh,j = νh, for each h. Note also that, in the course of the hth time interval, the values
νh,1, . . . , νh,k are stored in the variables ν∗,1, . . . , ν∗,k. Moreover, because of the item (d), these values are sorted, except for
a single violation made in the item (e).
Clearly, each time the smallest element transported to the output came from one of the first kL current input blocks
X1, . . . , XkL , associated with the leftmost kL leaves, the selection tree is updated with blg kc + 1 comparisons. However, if
the smallest element came from one of the remaining kR blocks, only blg kc comparisons are needed. Therefore, expressing
νh in the form νh = νh,L + νh,R, where νh,L =∑kLj=1 νh,j denotes the number of elements transported to the output from the
first kL input blocks during the hth time interval and νh,R the number of elements transported from the remaining blocks,
we get a more refined upper bound:
Ch ≤ (blg kc + 1) · νh,L + blg kc · νh,R = blg kc · νh + νh,L. (2)
Claim 2. Let µ1 ≤ · · · ≤ µk be a sorted sequence of k nonnegative real numbers, with∑kj=1 µj = µ. Then∑ϕj=1 µj ≤ ϕ/k · µ,
for each ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
Proof. First, if µϕ ≤ 1/k · µ, then∑ϕj=1 µj ≤∑ϕj=1 µϕ = ϕ · µϕ ≤ ϕ/k · µ.
Conversely, if µϕ > 1/k · µ, then∑kj=ϕ+1 µj ≥ ∑kj=ϕ+1 µϕ = (k − ϕ) · µϕ ≥ (k − ϕ)/k · µ. But then∑ϕj=1 µj =
µ−∑kj=ϕ+1 µj ≤ µ− (k− ϕ)/k · µ = ϕ/k · µ. 
Therefore, by (1) and the claim above, νh,L =∑kLj=1 νh,j ≤ kL/k · νh = 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k) · νh. Combining this with (2), we
thus get Ch ≤ [blg kc+2 · (1−2blg kc/k)] ·νh. (It should be pointed out that νh,1, . . . , νh,k are not sorted perfectly: because of
the item (e), νh, ¯` is swapped with νh,1 or νh,k. Nevertheless, the value νh,L =
∑kL
j=1 νh,j does not change, for this single swap
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never spans across the boundary between νh,1, . . . , νh,kL and νh,kL+1, . . . , νh,k.) Thus, by summing over all time intervals,
i.e., for h ∈ {1, . . . , T }, together with the additional comparisons in between the intervals, we obtain that the total number
of comparisons is
Ck(n) ≤ [blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k)] · n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s).
To get a simpler (but not so precise) formula, let us first express blg kc in the form blg kc = lg k − αk, where αk is a real
value satisfying 0 ≤ αk < 1. Then
Ck(n) ≤ [lg k− αk + 2 · (1− 2−αk)] · n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s)
= [lg k+ f (αk)] · n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s),
where f (x) = −x + 2 · (1 − 2−x) = −x + 2 − 21−x is a function which we define for real values in the range 0 ≤ x < 1.
By setting its first derivation f ′(x) = −1 + 21−x · ln 2 to zero, one can easily obtain that f (x) reaches its maximum in
xmax = 1+ lg ln 2 ≈ 0.471, and that f (x) ≥ 0, if 0 ≤ x < 1. This gives that 0 ≤ f (αk) ≤ f (xmax) = 1− lg ln 2− 1/ ln 2 =






e · ln 2
)]
· n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s)
≤ [lg k+ 0.0861] · n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s).
All bounds above were obtained under assumption that we can distinguish discarded blocks from those not yet processed
at no extra cost.
Clearly, the worst-case scenario happens if αk ≈ xmax = 1+ lg ln 2. Recall that blg kc = lg k− αk, that is, lg k = αk + `,
for some integer `. But then k = 2αk+` ≈ 21+lg ln 2+` = (2 · ln 2) · 2` ≈ 1.39 · 2`.
Summing up, the best number of comparisons (almost optimal) is obtained if the number of subsequences to be merged
is a power of 2, i.e., if k = 2`, for some integer `, while thewidest gap between the upper and lower bounds (about 0.0861·n)
is observed if k ≈ 1.39 · 2`.
3. In-place merging, simplified case
Now we shall convert the above merging algorithm into a procedure working ‘‘almost’’ in-place. More precisely, the
sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak are again of respective lengths n1, . . . , nk that are positive integer multiples of s, but we no
longer have a separate array B of size n.
Instead, we have some extra k · s elements positioned at the very end of the array A, behind Ak. The elements in this small
additional area are greater than any of the elements in A1, . . . , Ak. During the computation, they can be mixed with other
elements, but their original contents cannot be destroyed. These elements will be called buffer elements. To let the elements
ever move, we also have one extra location where we can put a single element aside.
The sorted output should be formedwithin the same array A, in the locations occupied by the input sequences A1, . . . , Ak.
(Consequently, the buffer elements should also end up in their original locations.) Therefore, the moves are performed
in a different way, based on the idea of internal buffering, used in a two-way in-place merging [13,8]. Nevertheless, the
comparisons are performed in the same way as described in Section 2.3.
3.1. Initialization
Divide the entire array A into blocks of equal size s. Since the lengths of all input sequences A1, . . . , Ak are positive
integer multiples of s, there is always a block boundary between the last element of Ai and the first element of Ai+1, for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}. Similarly, the buffer elements, positioned in the small additional area at the very end, form the last k
blocks.
Initially, the last k blocks will be used as free blocks, their starting positions are stored in a free block stack of height k.
After that, the position of one free block is picked out of the stack and this block is used as a so-called escape block. We also
maintain a current escape position ec, which is initially the position of the first (leftmost) element in the escape block. We
create a hole here by putting the buffer element at this position aside.
Now, find the smallest k blocks in the area occupied byA1, . . . , Ak (not necessarily equal5 to leftmost blocks inA1, . . . , Ak),
according to the relative block ordering defined in Section 2.2. This can be done with O(k2) ≤ O(1) comparisons, by the use
of some k cursors (index variables) moving along in A, since initially each of the sequences A1, . . . , Ak is sorted. The smallest
k blocks will initially become the k current input blocks X1, . . . , Xk. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the first element xj in the block Xj
becomes a jth current input element, and its position is kept in the index variable ij.
5 Picking simply the leftmost blocks in the sequences A1, . . . , Ak would do no harm. However, we are presenting the algorithm in a form that is suitable
for application in the general case, in accordance with the strategy presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, and later used in Section 4.
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Fig. 2. Standard situation.
Above the k input blocks, we build a selection tree of depth dlg ke. This is done in the same way as described in the items
(b)–(f) of Section 2.3. Among others, this settles a permutation linking the current input blocks to the leaves and sets the
global mode of the tree to left or right, for the first time interval. To do that, O(lg s) initial comparisons are needed.
The very first block of the array A becomes an output block and a position oc = 1 pointing there becomes a current output
position. The initial output position may — quite likely — coincide with a position of some current input element. Observe
that ec mod s = oc mod s, which is an invariant we shall keep in the course of the entire computation. All other blocks are
called common blocks.
In general, the algorithm maintains current positions of the following special blocks: free blocks, the number of which
ranges between 0 and k, their leftmost positions are stored in the free block stack; exactly k input blocks with the selection
tree of depth dlg ke above, the current input positions inside the respective blocks are stored in the index variables i1, . . . , ik;
one output blockwith the current output position oc inside this block; and one escape blockwith the current escape position
ec inside. The values of oc and ec are synchronized modulo s.
Usually, the optional free blocks, the k current input blocks, the output block, and the escape block are all disjoint and
the merging proceeds as described in Section 3.2. However, after the initiation, the output block may overlay one of the
current input blocks, if the leftmost block in A1 has been selected as an input block. If this happens, the current output
position coincides with a position of one of the current input elements, and the computation starts in a very special mode
of Section 3.9.
3.2. Standard situation
The standard situation is illustrated by Fig. 2. During the computation, the k · s buffer elements can be found at the
following locations: to the left of the jth input element xj in the jth input block Xj, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, to the right of ec in the
escape block, with the hole at the position ec, and also in free blocks, consisting of buffer elements only.
The elementsmerged already, from all the input blocks, form a contiguous output zone at the very beginning of A, ending
at the position oc − 1. Hence, the next element to be output will go to the position oc in the output block.
All elements notmerged yet are scattered in blocks between the output zone and the end of the array A. The permutation
of these blocks is allowed, however, elements to be merged keep their relative positions within each block. On the other
hand, the origin of the blocks in the subsequences A1, . . . , Ak cannot be recovered. So optional free blocks, input blocks,
escape block, and common blocks can reside anywhere between the output zone and the end of the array A.
The output block spans across the current output position oc, so its left part belongs to the output zone. As the output
grows to the right, the elements lying to the right of oc aremoved from the output block to the corresponding positions in the
escape block, to the right of ec. Since the positions of oc and ec are synchronized, i.e., we have always oc mod s = ec mod s,
the relative positions of escaping elements are preserved within the blocks. Moreover, oc and ec reach their respective block
boundaries at the same time.
Nowwe are ready formerging. Using the selection tree, we determine xj, the smallest element among the k current input
elements in the blocks X1, . . . , Xk, and move this element to the output zone as follows:
Step A. The element at the position oc in the output block escapes to the hole at the position ec.
Step B. The smallest input element xj not yet processed is moved from the position ij to its final position at oc.
Step C. A new hole is created at the position ec + 1 by moving its buffer element to the place released by the smallest input
element just moved. After that, all necessary index variables are incremented and the selection tree is updated, in
accordance with the current global mode left/right, described in Section 2.3.
This gives 3 moves and blg kc + 1 or blg kc comparisons per each element transported to its final location. Now various
special cases should be detected and handled with care. All exceptions are checked up after the execution of Step B, in the
order of their appearance, unless stated otherwise. Most of the exception handling routines replace Step C by a different
action.
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3.3. Escape block becomes full
If the rightmost element of the output block is moved to the last position of the escape block, the new hole cannot be
created at the position ec + 1 in Step C. Instead, one free block at the top of the stack becomes the new escape block and a
new hole is created at the beginning of this block. This is accomplished by removing its starting position from the free block
stack and assigning it to ec.
The subsequentmove of the buffer element from thenewposition of ec to the place released by the smallest input element
does not increase the number of moves; it replaces the move in Step C. The selection tree is updated in the standard way.
Claim 3. Each time the escape block becomes full, there does exist at least one free block in the stack.
Proof. Assume, for example, that the jth input element xj has just been transported to the output zone. After that, we have
rj ∈ {1, . . . , s} buffer elements in the jth input block Xj, including the hole, but rh ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1} buffer elements in other
input blocks Xh, for each h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, h 6= j, since each input block, except for Xj, contains at least one input element.
Moreover, the escape block is full, and hence it does not contain any buffer elements at all. Assuming there is no free block
available, this gives at most s+ (k− 1) · (s− 1) < k · s buffer elements in total. But this is a contradiction, since the number
of buffer elements, including the hole, is always equal to k · s. 
3.4. Current input block becomes empty
We check next whether the smallest element xj, just moved from the position ij to the output zone, was the last element
in the corresponding input block Xj. If so, we have an entire block consisting of buffer elements only, with hole at the end
after Step B. This hole is filled in the standard way, described in Step C, but the old input block Xj becomes a free block and
its starting position is saved in the stack. Since we have k · s buffer elements in total, a stack of height k is sufficient.
Next, we find a new jth input block Xj, and assign a new value to ij. Since the blocks are mixed, we scan sequentially the
remaining common blocks to determine which common block should become the new jth current input block. The smallest
common block, according to the block ordering introduced in Section 2.2, is the next one to be processed. Even though this
smallest block is not necessarily picked from the jth input sequence Aj, the elements are still transported to the output zone
in sorted order, as already shown by Claim 1 in Section 2.2.
Free blocks, as well as all remaining current input blocks, are ignored in this scanning. Moreover, the elements to the
left of ec in the escape block (if not empty) together with the elements to the right of oc in the output block are viewed as a
single logical block. In a practical implementation, we can start with the leftmost escape-block element and the rightmost
output-block element as a starting key and search the rest of the array for a common block with a smaller key.6 If the logical
block composed of the left part of the escape block and the right part of the output block should be processed next, the
program control is switched to the mode described in Section 3.5.
If the escape block is empty, then both ec and oc point to the beginning of their respective blocks. Then the escape block
is skipped and the output block is handled as a common block, so we may even find out that the new input block should be
located at the same position as the output block. This special mode is explained in Section 3.9.
In any of these cases, the selection tree needs the full re-initialization, once the new input block has been found. This is
done in the same way as described in the items (b)–(f) of Section 2.3.
As shown in Section 2.3, the total cost of re-initialization in between time intervals, including searches for new input
blocks, is O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s) additional comparisons, with no additional element moves.
3.5. One of the input blocks overlays the escape block
If the common block that should be processed next is the logical block composed of the left part of the escape block and
the right part of the output block, then both the new current input block Xj and the escape block are located within the same
physical block. Here xj is always positioned to the left of ec and the buffer elements are both to the left of xj and to the right
of ec.
Once the position of xj is properly initiated, all actions are performed in the standard way described in Section 3.2. That
is, the elements are transported from the output block to the position of ec, from the input blocks to the position of oc,
and buffer elements from ec + 1 to locations released in the input blocks. Since ec moves to the right ‘‘faster’’ than does ij,
this special case returns automatically to the standard mode as soon as ec reaches a block boundary. Then the escape block
separates from the current input block Xj as described in Section 3.3.
6 It is quite straightforward to detect whether a block beginning at a given position ` is common: the value of `must not be saved in the free block stack
and b`/scmust be different from bi1/sc, . . . , bik/sc (excluding bij/sc), and also from bec/sc. For each given block, this can be verified in O(k) ≤ O(1) time,
performing auxiliary arithmetic operations with indexes only, but no element comparisons or moves.
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3.6. Output block overlays the escape block
Next we check whether the output zone, crossing a block boundary, does not bump into any ‘‘special’’ block. This may
happen only if ec points to the beginning of the escape block that is empty, since the positions of oc and ec are synchronized
and the special handling of Section 3.3 is performed first.
Let us first consider that the output block overlays the escape block, i.e., they are both located within the same physical
block. In this mode, we always have oc = ec. The element movement corresponds now to a more efficient scheme:
Step B′. The smallest input element xj not yet processed is moved to the hole at the position oc = ec.
Step C′. A new hole is created at the position oc+ 1 = ec+ 1 by moving its buffer element to the place released by xj. Then
all necessary index variables are incremented and the selection tree is updated, in accordance with the current
global mode left/right.
Step A is eliminated, since oc = ec. This mode is terminated as soon as oc and ec reach a block boundary. We also need a
slightly modified version of the routine described in Section 3.4. If one of the input blocks becomes empty, it becomes free
as usual, but the combined output/escape block is skipped in the search for the next input block.
3.7. Output block overlays a free block
If the output zone crosses a block boundary and the value of oc is equal to some f`, the leftmost position of a block stored in
the free block stack, the new output block and the corresponding free block are overlaid. This can be verified in O(k) ≤ O(1)
time. By the same argument as in Section 3.6, ec must point to the beginning of an empty escape block.
Therefore, we can easily swap the free block with the escape block by swapping the pointers stored in f` and ec, since
both these blocks contain buffer elements only. Second, one move suffices to transport the hole from one block to another.
Note that this element move is for free, we actually save some moves because the next s transports to the output zone will
require only 2smoves, instead of 3s as in the standard case. Thus, the program control is switched to the mode described in
Section 3.6.
3.8. Output block overlays a current input block
If the output position oc points to some Xj after crossing a block boundary, the output block overlays the jth input block Xj.
Again, by the argument presented in Section 3.6, this can happen only if ec points to the beginning of an empty escape block.
There are now two cases to consider.
First, if the jth current input element xj is the leftmost element of Xj, the program control is switched immediately to the
special mode to be described in Section 3.9.
Second, if xj is not the leftmost element ofXj, we dispose of the empty escape block as free by storing its starting position ec
in the stack, create a hole at oc by moving a single buffer element from the position oc to ec, and overlay the output block
by a new escape block, by assigning the value of oc to ec. The additional transportation of the hole is for free, not increasing
the total number of moves, because we can charge it as (nonexistent) Step A for the next element that will be transported
to the output zone. Since xj is not placed at the beginning of the block, we can guarantee that at least one transport to the
output will use only two moves in the next future.
This specialmode can be viewed as if three blockswere overlaid, namely, the output, escape, and the current input blockXj.
The buffer elements are between the hole at ec = oc and the current input element xj. The elements are moved according
to Step B’ and Step C’ of Section 3.6. However, there is a different exception handling here:
(a) If the rightmost input element of this combined block has been transported to the output zone, then the input block Xj
separates from the output/escape block, since we search for the next input block to be processed and, after that, re-initialize
the selection tree. But here, unlike in Section 3.4, the combined output/escape block is not disposed of as free, moreover, it
is skipped out during the search. The program control is switched to themode of Section 3.6 as the output and escape blocks
are still overlaid.
(b) Let us now consider that this combined block becomes full. This may happen only if, for some h 6= j, an element xh
from another input block Xh is moved to the output zone and, after Step B’, the output position oc ‘‘bumps’’ into xj. In this
case, we change one free block into a new escape block. That is, we take f`, a starting position of one free block from the
stack, set ec := f` + (oc mod s), and move one buffer element from the position ec to ih in Xh. (We definitely have at least
one free block available, by the same argument as presented in Claim 3 of Section 3.3.) The hole thus jumps to a position ec
in the new escape block, so that ec mod s = oc mod s. This move replaces Step C’ for the last element just merged. Hence, it
does not increase the total number of moves. Then we follow the instructions of Section 3.9.
3.9. Output zone bumps into a current input element
The program control can jump to this special mode from several different places (Sections 3.1, 3.4, and two different
places in Section 3.8). In any case, we have an empty escape block, containing the hole and buffer elements only, with
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ec mod s = oc mod s. The output block and a block Xj, which is one of the input blocks, are overlaid. Moreover, there is no
room in between, the output position oc is pointing to the current input element xj.
As long as the elements to be output are selected in the input block Xj, they can be moved to the output zone. This needs
no actual transportation, just the positions of oc and ij aremoved synchronously to the right. To keep ec synchronizedwith oc,
we move the hole along the escape block in parallel, which gives us one move per element. There are two exits out of this
loop:
(a) If oc and ij reach the block boundary, we simply search for the next input block to be processed and re-initialize the
selection tree; the current configuration is the same as if, in the standardmode, oc, ec, and ij reached the block boundaries at
the same time (with the old input block Xj disposed of as free, by Section 3.4). Thus, unless something ‘‘exceptional’’ happens
again, the program control returns to the standard mode. (The possible exceptions are those discussed in Sections 3.6–3.8,
and 3.10.) The single move required to place the hole back to the beginning of the escape block is for free, it substitutes
Step C for the last element merged.
(b) If the element to be transported to the output zone is an element xh from another input block Xh, for some h 6= j,
some rearrangements are necessary. First, the input element xj is moved from the position oc to ec. Now we can transport
xh to the output position oc. Finally, a new hole is created7 at the position ec + 1 by moving its buffer element to the place
released by xh.
The result is that the current input block Xj, overlaid by the output block, jumps and overlays the escape block. Thus, the
control is switched to the mode of Section 3.5.
Clearly, this rearrangement needs only three moves. Since one more element has been transported to the output zone,
the number of moves is the same as in the standard case.
3.10. Common blocks are exhausted
If one of the current input blocks becomes empty, but there is no common block to become a new input block, the above
procedure is stopped. At this point, the output zone is followed by a residual zone of size n′, starting at the position oc and
consisting of the right part of the output block, k− 1 unmerged input blocks, at most k free blocks, and one escape block.
Thus, n′ ≤ (2k+ 1) · s.
This residual zone (including the buffer element put aside to create a hole) can be sorted, e.g., by the use of Heapsort,
performing O(k · s · lg(k · s)) ≤ O(s · lg s) comparisons and moves. Now we are done: the buffer elements are greater than
any other element, and hence A1, . . . , Ak are merged into a single sorted sequence, followed by a sorted sequence of buffer
elements.
3.11. Summary
Summing up the costs paid for initialization, updates of the selection tree in the merging process derived in Section 2.3,
searches for new input blocks and re-initialization in between time intervals, transporting the elements to the output zone,
and for sorting the residual zone, it is easy to see that the above algorithm uses Ck(n) ≤ [blg kc + 2 · (1 − 2blg kc/k)] · n +
O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s)+ O(s · lg s) element comparisons andMk(n) ≤ 3 · n+ O(s · lg s)moves.
4. In-place merging
Now we are ready for the general case. Namely, the sequences A1, . . . , Ak can be of arbitrary lengths n1, . . . , nk (not
necessarily multiples of s). Moreover, there are no extra k · s buffer elements available. Recall that these two assumptions
were used in our simplified version described in Section 3. Our task is to prepare conditions so that this simplified algorithm
can be used as a subroutine to carry out the merging process. After that, some final rearrangements will be necessary.
4.1. Initial calculations
First, we partition the array A (implicitly) into blocks of equal size s, the last block8 having a size s′ ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}.
A block will be called a guarded block, if a boundary between some sequences Ai and Ai+1 is located inside this block, or if
a sequence boundary coincides with the left or the right boundary of this block. The first and the last blocks of A are also
guarded. (A typical situation is depicted on Fig. 3.) Initially, a guarded block may contain some largest elements in Ai, called
7 Unless the position ec + 1 itself is across the block boundary. If xj is moved to the rightmost position in the escape block, the escape block jumps
immediately and one free block becomes a new escape block. This nested exception thus returns the algorithm to the standard mode; all ‘‘special’’ blocks
now reside in pairwise disjoint regions. However, we jump to the point where the standard routine checks the exceptions of Sections 3.4–3.10. Among
others, we have to check whether the input block Xh has not become empty, or if the output zone, just crossing a block boundary, has not bumped into any
other ‘‘special’’ block again.
8 If s divides n, there is no extra block of different size at the end of A. In order to simplify our reasoning, we unify this case with the ‘‘standard’’ situation
by taking formally the last block of size s′ = 0.
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Fig. 3. Initial allocation of guarded blocks.
tail elements, together with some smallest elements in Ai+1, called head elements. If an entire short sequence Ai falls within
a single block, all elements of that sequence are head elements. Since there are k sorted sequences, the initial number of
guarded blocks is at most 2 · k. The leftmost positions of all guarded blocks, as well as the number of head and tail elements
in these blocks, are easily computable in O(1) time from the values of n1, . . . , nk and s.
4.2. Allocation of buffer elements
To allocate buffer elements, we use a selection tree (in its simpler form, without any permutation at the leaf level) and a
procedure similar to the one described in Section 2.1. This time the selection tree is built above last elements of the k input
sequences. Using the selection tree, we can determine the largest element, which will become a new buffer element. At this
moment, this buffer element is not moved, only the corresponding index variable, pointing to it, is decremented so that
the next element to the left will become a part of the selection tree and the selection tree is updated, by the use of dlg ke
comparisons. This process is repeated until we allocate sufficiently many buffer elements and, moreover, the number of
remaining tail elements is divisible by s.
Let tot denote the current total number of elements in all guarded blocks, h the total number of head elements, t the
total number of tail elements, and b the total number of buffer elements. Initially, b = 0.We also need a constant number of
index variables per each sequence Ai to keep track of the boundaries between the head, common, tail, and buffer elements
in that sequence.
Each time a new buffer element is allocated by the use of the selection tree, there are the following possibilities to
consider:
Case 1. If the new buffer element was a tail element, the number of buffer elements increases by one, the number of tail
elements decreases by one, and the number of head elements remains unchanged. That is, we set b := b + 1 and
t := t− 1.
We check next whether we have crossed the left block boundary of the guarded block. If so, the next block to the left
becomes another new guarded block and all its elements become tail elements. The situation changes as follows:
tot := tot+ s and t := t+ s. However, if the next block to the left was guarded already, the values of tot and t do
not change.
Clearly, b+ h = (bo+ ho)+ 1, and hence also (b+ h) mod s = ((bo+ ho)+ 1) mod s, where bo, to, and ho denote
the ‘‘old’’ number of buffer, tail, and head elements, before the selection of the new buffer element.
Case 2. If the zone of buffer elements growing at the end of some sequence Ai bumps into the head elements at the
beginning of Ai, the rightmost head element of Ai can be selected as a new buffer element. That is, b := b + 1
and h := h− 1. (This also happens if some short sequence Ai falls entirely within a single guarded block.) This gives
(b+h) mod s = (bo+ho) mod s. However, this situation can happen at most k · s times, because the initial number
of head elements is h ≤ k · s and this number never increases.
If all elements of an entire sequence Ai have become buffer elements, we simply attach these elements to buffer
elements of Ai−1, and reduce the number of sequences to be merged from k to k− 1.
First, we repeat this process until the number of buffer elements reaches the desired value b ≥ k · s + s′, so there are
enough buffer elements to carry out the merging process.
Second, to ensure that the sequence boundaries match the block boundaries, we keep on allocating new buffer elements
in the same way, until (b+ h) mod s = s′. This can be accomplished by using at most k · s+ (s− 1) additional iterations:
Normally, in each iteration, the value b+h is incremented by 1. The only exception is Case 2, which can happen at most k · s
times.
Therefore, the total number of allocated buffer elements is bounded by 2 · k · s + 2 · (s − 1) and the total number of
comparisons performed during this allocation can be bounded by (k−1)+dlg ke·(2·k·s+2·(s−1)−1) ≤ O(k·s·lg k) ≤ O(s).
Recall that we started with at most 2 · k guarded blocks, thus containing tot ≤ 2 · k · s elements. After 2 · k · s+ 2 · (s− 1)
iterations, needed to satisfy the two conditionsmentioned above, the value of tot could increase by atmost 2·k·s+2·(s−1):
the number of elements in guarded blocks increases in Case 1 only. If, in a given step, we add a new guarded block, the next
s − 1 elements selected from the same sequence are tail elements residing within this block, in which case tot does not
change. The final number of all elements in guarded blocks is thus bounded by 4 · k · s+ 2 · (s− 1), and hence the number
of guarded blocks by 4 · k+ 2.
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Fig. 4. Rearranging elements in the guarded area.
Thus, with a constant number of index variables, we can keep pointers to the starting positions of all guarded blocks.
This allows us to view all guarded blocks as if they formed a single continuous ‘‘guarded area’’ containing tot = h+ t+ b
elements. All blocks forming the guarded area are of size s, except for the block of size s′ < s placed at the very end of the
array A. Therefore tot mod s = s′, which together with (b + h) mod s = s′ implies that t mod s = 0. (In other words, the
final number of tail elements is an integer multiple of s.)
4.3. Rearranging the guarded area
Nowwe sort the guarded area in-place, using, e.g., Heapsort, performing O(tot · lg(tot)) ≤ O(k · s · lg(k · s)) ≤ O(s · lg s)
comparisons and moves.9 After sorting, the order of elements in the guarded area is: h+ t head and tail elements (possibly
mixed) followed by b buffer elements (the largest elements of A). Since the head and tail elements might be mixed, the
status of some of them can change. From this point forward, the first h elements of the guarded area will become the (new)
head elements, and the next t elements the (new) tail elements. The boundaries between the new head, new tail, and buffer
elements within the guarded area are easily determined from h, t, and b. The entire process and its outcome is depicted on
Fig. 4. Before proceeding further, we need to show that such manipulation with elements in the guarded area will do no
harm.
Claim 4. Cutting off the b largest elements as buffer elements and some h + t head and tail elements at the boundaries of
A1, . . . , Ak, sorting them together, and then using the first h elements as new head elements and the subsequent t elements
as new tail elements does not increase the number of input subsequences to be merged. Therefore, the array A is still suitable for
merging by the k-way algorithm described in Section 3, using the same value of k. (The outcome is similar as if some blocks of
length s were only mixed up.)
9 The fact that the guarded area is not contiguous does not affect the number of comparisons or moves, since the total number of guarded blocks is
bounded by the constant 4 · k + 2. Thus, the Heapsort routine can access the ith element of the guarded area, for i ∈ {0, . . . , (4 · k+ 2) · s− 1}, by
accessing the element agbi/sc+(i mod s) in the array A, where G = (g0, . . . , g4·k+1) represents an auxiliary constant-size array of indexes pointing to the
starting positions of all guarded blocks.
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Fig. 5. Trimming+ sorting does not increase the number of subsequences to be merged.
Proof. Let hmax be the largest head element and tmin the smallest tail element among the original head and tail elements, at
themomentwhen allocation of buffer elements is completed. Suppose hmax and tmin originated from subsequences Ai and Aj,
respectively, not excluding the possibility that i = j. We denote x to be the element following hmax in Ai and y the element
preceding tmin in Aj. Clearly, hmax ≤ x and y ≤ tmin. Now there are two possibilities to consider. Either hmax ≤ tmin and thus
the head and tail elements are not mixed by sorting, or hmax > tmin and some ‘‘old’’ tail elements have now become new
head elements and vice versa. In both cases we can simply consider the new head elements as if they formed the beginning
of the subsequence Ai, and the new tail elements as if they formed the end of the subsequence Aj. (This situation is depicted
by Fig. 5.)
Clearly, the h old head elements are smaller than or equal to hmax (including hmax itself). Therefore, after sorting, the
position of hmax in the guarded area is at least h. Thus, the first h elements (which have become the new head elements) are
smaller than or equal to hmax ≤ x. This implies that attaching sorted new head elements to the beginning of Ai, just before
the element x, would leave the subsequence Ai in sorted order. Similarly, the element tmin is the smallest element among
the t old tail elements, therefore, y ≤ tmin is also smaller than or equal to every new tail element. Thus, attaching t sorted
new tail elements to the end of Aj, just after the element y, would leave the subsequence Aj in sorted order.
To sum it all up, cutting off h + t elements at the boundaries of A1, . . . , Ak, sorting them within a single area, and then
dividing them into new h head and t tail elements, does not increase k, the number of sorted input subsequences, only the
blocks of length s are mixed up. 
From now on, wewill refer to the new head and new tail elements simply as the head and tail elements. After sorting, we
perform a cyclic shift r = (s− h) mod s positions to the right of all elements within the guarded area, so that the boundary
between head and tail elements matches the closest block boundary on the right. After this shift, the boundary between tail
and buffer elements automatically matches a block boundary as well, because t is an integer multiple of s. (See Fig. 4.)
Visualizing the guarded area as a single continuous area, this cyclic shift is actually a swapping of two adjacent subareas,
of lengths tot− r and r . Observe that the first block of the guarded area now starts with r buffer elements followed by the
smallest s− r sorted head elements. Such swapping does not require any element comparisons, only O(k · s) ≤ O(s) element
moves. (More precisely, swapping two adjacent subareas of lengths `1, `2 can be performed by `1 + `2 + gcd(`1, `2) ≤
O(`1 + `2)moves, where gcd(`1, `2) denotes the greatest common divisor of `1, `2 [3].)
4.4. Finishing touch
Finally, we are ready for merging. The very last block of the guarded area of size s′ < s (which is also the very last
block of the entire array A), containing buffer elements only, will become a dead block. This block will be excluded from
the subsequent merging process. The very first block, containing r buffer and s− r head elements, becomes the first input
block and its leftmost head element becomes its current input element. The guarded blocks containing buffer elements only
become free blocks, their starting positions are initially stored in the free block stack. (See Section 3.1.) Now, if r = 0, one
free block is picked out of the stack to become the escape block and the hole ec is created at its leftmost position. If r > 0,
the initial escape block overlays the first input block, just obtained, with the hole created at the very beginning of A. (This
corresponds, respectively, to the modes described in Sections 3.8 and 3.9.) All remaining blocks in the array A (including all
remaining blocks of the guarded area) become common blocks.
In addition to the first input block, we determine the remaining k − 1 input blocks, using the sequential scanning of
common blocks described in Section 3.4, with O(n/s) comparisons. Above these blocks, we build the selection tree and set
its global mode, as described in Section 2.3. To do that, O(lg s) initial comparisons are needed.
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At this point, we can use the simpler version of our algorithm, described in Section 3, to merge elements of the array A.
This requires [ blg kc+2 · (1−2blg kc/k) ] ·n+O((n/s)2)+O(n/s · lg s)+O(s · lg s) element comparisons and 3 ·n+O(s · lg s)
moves.10 After this merging, the array A is sorted, with the exception of a continuous area of buffer elements at the end
(including the dead block). Since the buffer elements are the largest elements of A, we can complete the task by sorting the
buffer elements in-place using, e.g., Heapsort. This consumes O(k · s · lg(k · s)) ≤ O(s · lg s) comparisons and moves [1,12,
14–16]. Alternatively, we could also use an algorithm sorting in-place with O(s · lg s) comparisons but only O(s)moves [5].
4.5. Summary
By fixing the block size to s = dn2/3/(k1/3 · lg1/3 n)e, and by summing up the costs paid for the allocation of the buffer
elements, sorting and rotating the guarded area, sequential scanning for the initial input blocks and building the selection
tree above these blocks, merging the elements using the simpler version of Section 3, and the final sorting of the buffer
elements, we get that the total number of comparisons and moves is bounded, respectively, by
Ck(n) ≤ O(s)+ O(s · lg s)+ O(n/s)+ O(lg s)
+ [[ blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k) ] · n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s)+ O(s · lg s) ]+ O(s · lg s)
≤ [ blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k) ] · n+ O((n/s)2)+ O(n/s · lg s)+ O(s · lg s)
≤ [ blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k) ] · n+ O((n · lg n)2/3)
≤ [ blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k) ] · n+ o(n),
Mk(n) ≤ O(s · lg s)+ O(s)+ [ 3 · n+ O(s · lg s) ]+ O(s · lg s) ≤ 3 · n+ O(s · lg s)
≤ 3 · n+ O((n · lg n)2/3) ≤ 3 · n+ o(n).
Taking into account the bounds for blg kc + 2 · (1− 2blg kc/k) derived in Section 2.3, we obtain:
Theorem 1. An array A consisting of k sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak of respective lengths n1, . . . , nk, where
∑k
i=1 ni = n, can
bemerged in-place by performing ck·n+a(n) element comparisons and 3·n+a(n) elementmoves, where a(n) ≤ O((n·lg n)2/3) ≤
o(n), and ck = blg kc + 2 · (1 − 2blg kc/k), which is a constant satisfying lg k ≤ ck ≤ dlg ke and, moreover, bounded by
ck ≤ lg k+ lg( 2e·ln 2 ) ≤ lg k+ 0.0861. The number of auxiliary arithmetic operations with indexes is bounded by O(n).
5. Lower bounds
The well-known information-theoretic lower bound for the number of comparisons performed by a comparison-based
sorting algorithm is C(n) ≥ dlg n!e ≈ n · lg n− n · lg e+ 12 · lg n+ O(1), hence roughly n · lg n comparisons are needed [12].
Basically, the argument uses the fact that there are n different input sequences, and hence each comparison-based algorithm
can be represented as a binary decision tree with n! different leaves.
Analogically, we shall use the fact that there are at least kn−k different inputs consisting of k sorted sequences A1, . . . , Ak.
Moreover, from among them, we can take at least kn−k/nk different inputs, such that they all agree in the length of A1, in the
length of A2, . . . , in the length of Ak. Thus, these kn−k/nk inputs share the same values n1, . . . , nk.
Let us suppose that, after merging, the sorted array A (our output) consists of elements (1, d1), (2, d2), . . . , (n, dn). That
is, the ith element (i, di) consists of the primary key i and a secondary key di representing an information associated with
the primary key. We shall take di ∈ {1, . . . , k}, which denotes one of the input sequences A1, . . . , Ak, namely, the one from
which the element (i, di) originated. To ensure that none of the input sequences A1, . . . , Ak was empty, we set the first k
values to d1 = 1, d2 = 2, . . . , dk = k.
To recall the original order of elements before merging (our input), let us sort the array
A = (1, 1), . . . , (k, k), (k+ 1, dk+1), . . . , (n, dn)
stably, by the secondary key. This gives
A = (a1, 1), . . . , (an1 , 1), (an1+1, 2), . . . , (an1+n2 , 2), (an1+n2+1, 3), . . . , (an1+···+nk , k),
where a1, . . . , an1+···+nk is a permutation of 1, . . . , n. Since we have sorted stably, it is clear that now A consists of k sorted
sequences.
Because the first k values of di are fixed to 1, . . . , k, the number of different ways to set up d1, . . . , dn is kn−k. To show
that this generates kn−k different input permutations of the array A, it is sufficient to show that two different n-tuples
(1, . . . , k, dk+1, . . . , dn) and (1, . . . , k, d′k+1, . . . , d′n)must correspond to two different input permutations of elements.
Let us take two different outputs, sorted by our merging algorithm. These two arrays differ in the original positions
of at least one of their elements, which corresponds to the fact that (1, . . . , k, dk+1, . . . , dn) 6= (1, . . . , k, d′k+1, . . . , d′n).
Before merging, the respective inputs consisted of sorted sequences A1, . . . , Ak and A′1, . . . , A
′
k. We denote their lengths as
n1, . . . , nk and n′1, . . . , n
′
k. The value of n` (analogically for n
′
`) can also be obtained as the number of values equal to ` in
10 However, now the height of the free block stack is 2k+2, instead of k used in Section 3, since the number of buffer elements increased to b ≤ 2·k·s+2·s.
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j = n. Letm`,j (analogicallym′`,j) denote the number of values equal to `
in (d1, . . . , dj−1).
Now we have two possibilities to consider, depending on whether the lengths of all sequences are equal in both inputs,
or not.






j . Herewe can assume, without






j . Let us now examine where the element (i+1, i+1) is located, after we sort both
outputs stably by the secondary key and obtain original inputs. In the first input, this element is at the position
∑i
j=1 nj+ 1,
since this is the leftmost element with the secondary key equal to i + 1. Similarly, in the second input, this element is at∑i
j=1 n
′
j + 1. But
∑i




j + 1 and hence, in those two inputs, the (i + 1)-st smallest element is located at
different positions. Therefore, these two different outputs correspond to two different original input permutations.
On the other hand, if (n1, . . . , nk) = (n′1, . . . , n′k), then we look at the first different value in (1, . . . , k, dk+1, . . . , dn) and
(1, . . . , k, d′k+1, . . . , d′n). Suppose the first difference occurs at the ith position, which means that di 6= d′i , with i > k. We
can assume, without loss of generality, that di < d′i . After the stable sorting by the secondary key, the element (i, di) in the
first input is located at the position n1 + n2 + · · · + ndi−1 + mdi,i + 1. In the second input, the element (i, d′i) is located at
the position n1 + n2 + · · · + ndi + · · · + nd′i−1 +md′i,i + 1. Using the facts that d′i > di,md′i,i ≥ 1, and ndi ≥ mdi,i, we obtain
n1 + n2 + · · · + ndi + · · · + nd′i−1 +md′i,i + 1 > n1 + n2 + · · · + ndi + 1
≥ n1 + n2 + · · · + ndi−1 +mdi,i + 1.
Thus, the elements (i, di) and (i, d′i) are transported by stable sorting to two different positions, and hence also in this case
these two outputs were obtained from two different input permutations.
We have just shown, working backwards from outputs to inputs, that there are at least kn−k different input permutations
of the array A, formed from k sorted subsequences. However, this does not allow us to use the binary decision tree argument
yet, since these inputs can differ in the lengths of their subsequences. Thus, using information stored in variables n1, . . . , nk,
the algorithm could follow different trajectories of instructions down the decision tree, even beforemaking a single element
comparison.
However, since n1, . . . , nk ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there can exist at most nk different values for (n1, . . . , nk). Using the pigeon hole
principle, it is then easy to see that, among the kn−k possible inputs, at least kn−k/nk share the same input lengths (n1, . . . , nk).
For these kn−k/nk chosen inputs, the binary decision tree argument can be used. So, the number of comparisons performed
by any comparison-based merging algorithm is
Ck(n) ≥ lg(kn−k/nk) = (n− k) · lg k− k · lg n ≥ lg k · n− k · lg n− O(1).
As to the number of moves performed by an in-place merging algorithm, b3/2 · nc is the only non-trivial lower bound
known by us. This bound can be proved by considering a particular instance of A, where the elements are to be moved
according to the following permutation:
If n is even, then(
1 2 · · · n2 n2 + 1 n2 + 2 · · · nn




1 · · · b n2c − 1 b n2c d n2e d n2e + 1 · · · n− 1 n
d n2e + 1 · · · n− 1 d n2e n 1 · · · b n2c − 1 b n2c
)
.
The first line in the matrix above represents the array A after merging (i.e., 1, . . . , n), while the second line is A before
merging.
Thus, independent of whether n is even or odd, every element has to be moved to a new location and both permutations
have bn/2c cycles. Therefore, the number of element moves to be performed is
Mk(n) ≥ b3/2 · nc.
Actually, the permutation above is formed from two or three sorted subsequences. However, if n/2 ≥ k, the leftmost k− 2
elements in A can be viewed as k− 2 sorted input sequences, each containing a single element only.
Theorem 2. Given an array A consisting of k sorted subsequences A1, . . . , Ak of respective lengths n1, . . . , nk, where
∑k
i=1 ni = n,
any comparison-based in-placemerging algorithmmust perform at least lg k·n−k·lg n−O(1) element comparisons and b3/2 · nc
element moves in the worst case.
6. Conclusion
We have shown that the k-way in-place merging can be accomplished with an almost optimal number of element
comparisons keeping, at the same time, the number of element moves not substantially different from the two-way case
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presented in [8]. More precisely, the algorithm presented here performs ck · n+ o(n) element comparisons and 3 · n+ o(n)
element moves, where ck = blg kc + 2 · (1 − 2blg kc/k) denotes a constant satisfying lg k ≤ ck ≤ dlg ke and, moreover,
bounded by ck ≤ lg k+ lg( 2e·ln 2 ) ≤ lg k+ 0.0861.
The corresponding lower bounds are lg k·n−k·lg n−O(1) for the number of comparisons carried out by any comparison-
based merging algorithm and b3/2 · nc for the number of moves by any in-place algorithm. This implies that, if k is a power
of 2, i.e., if k = 2` for some integer `, the best possible number of comparisons is lg k · n± o(n), independent of whether we
merge in-place or with some large auxiliary workspace. The existence of an in-place merging algorithmmatching so closely
the lower bound for arbitrary k and, at the same time, with the number of moves not growing in k, is an open problem.
However, even if k is not a power of 2, the gap between our algorithm and the lower bound never exceeds 0.0861 · n
comparisons. As shown in Section 2.3, the widest gap is observed if k ≈ 1.39 · 2`.
Because of its complexity, our algorithm ismainly of theoretical interest, showing that the gap between the information-
theoretic lower bounds and existing algorithms for the k-way merging is very small. Even though such algorithm turned
out to be very hard to implement, it clearly proves that the derived lower bounds cannot be substantially raised up,
which establishes the inherent complexity for the problem. In general, the efficiency of real-life algorithms is evaluated
by comparison with an inherent complexity of the given problem.
Nevertheless, we believe that some programming techniques and observations presented here can be utilized in real
applications. For example, we have proved that sorted subsequences can be subdivided into equal-sized blocks, then these
blocks can bemixed up evenwithout keeping track of the origin of blocks, still without affecting the sorted order in the final
output or increasing substantially the final complexity.
It should also be pointed out that in our analysis we have reduced the number of extra storage locations for putting
elements aside to the absolute minimum, which is a single location. Even with a such drastic restriction, the k-way merging
can be performed in an asymptotically optimal way, for each input of length n exceeding a threshold constant tk. This
guarantees that n ≥ 2 · k · s + 2 · s, that is, we have enough buffer elements. For the purpose of asymptotic analysis,
shorter inputs of length n < tk can be handled in a different way, in O(1) time. On the other hand, in real life, we have
far more than a single extra location. If k · s + s locations are available — a value bounded by o(n) — we can make several
substantial simplifications. Among others, there is no need to allocate buffer elements and the elements at buffer positions
can be destroyed, which eliminates Step C and Step C’ in Sections 3.2 and 3.6, and also the final Heapsort. Implemented this
way, the algorithmwill work for each n, the number of comparisons does not increase, but the number of moves reduces to
2n+ o(n).
Note that our algorithm does not merge stably. (Nevertheless, it does not require that the input elements are all distinct.)
The stability could be lost for two reasons. First, the buffer elements can be mixed up quite arbitrarily and the original order
of equal buffer elements cannot be recovered. Second, several blocks can be composed of equal elements. Since common
blocks can also be mixed up arbitrarily, the original order of such homogeneous blocks is forgotten. Whether there exists an
asymptotically optimal stable multiway in-place merging algorithm, with the number of moves not growing in the number
of input sequences, is left as another open problem.
So far, the problem of stable merging has not been sufficiently resolved even for k = 2. The best known 2-way stable
in-place merging algorithms were published in [8,2]: Both of them use n1 · (t + 1)+ n2/2t + o(n) ≤ n+ o(n) element
comparisons, where n1 ≤ n2 and t = blg(n2/n1)c, which is asymptotically optimal. However, in [8], the number of moves
is 12n1+ 5n2+ o(n), while in [2] it is 7n1+ 6n2+ o(n). We are convinced that the number of moves for stable merging can
be significantly improved even for k = 2.
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